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Data-driven modeling of carbon fluxes



Droughts are misrepresented in current 
data-driven simulations

Observations (eddy covariance)
Predictions based on daily meteorology and seasonality of greenness
Predictions based on daily and halfhourly meteorology and seasonality of greenness

Bodesheim et al. 2018



Simulating drought effects on the C 
balance is a scientific challenge

 seasonal and exceptional droughts influence the carbon balance  both locally 
and globally

  
 stress from both water deficits in the soil and high atmospheric demand
  
 morphological and physiological reactions
  
 effects are specific to plant type, ecosystem, climate, timing in the growing 

season,...



Vad3e mecum: selection of predictor 
variables is crucial



The approach in Vad3e mecum

Challenge & objective:

 combination of EO 
data streams with very 
heterogeneous 
acquisition properties

  
 their collocation with 

insitu measurements 



Current status of work

MODIS:
+ dedicated QC & gapfilling developed



MODIS vegetation index preprocessing
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+ CCI cutouts ordered from PI 
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Hourly Seviri:
+ outlier filter developed to 
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Residual cloud contamination in Seviri LST
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Current status of work

MODIS:
+ dedicated QC & gapfilling developed

Daily MODIS:
+ CCI cutouts ordered from PI 
+ NASA MODIS downloaded
+ approaches for QC, geom. corr., 
overpass time corr. and gap-filling 
developed

Hourly Seviri:
+ outlier filter developed to 
remove residual cloud 
contamination
+ dedicated LSAFSeviri product 
processed by S. Ermida incl. 
geometrical corr.

Plus: currently technical 
tayloring to ingest the 
methods into the 
concurrently newly 
developed data-driven 
set-up ‘Fluxcom2.0’



Further objectives

 develop methods for the combination of the different EO data streams in 
machine-learning algorithms

  
 analyse the improvement by individual and synergistic effects of newly 

included EO data streams for carbon flux predictions under drought
  
 generate improved gridded data products for net and gross carbon fluxes for 

Europe and the globe
  
 benchmark the novel products against independent and previous estimates 

of biogenic carbon exchange, and assess and synthesize carbon cycle 
response to recent droughts in Europe

Thanks for your interest!



Correction for effects of VZA and 
observation time in MODIS LST

Geometrical correction of MODIS 
TERRA daytime LST:
to nadir and to 40° viewing angle 
after Ermida et al. 2018

Temporal correction of MODIS 
TERRA daytime LST:
to 11am local time and to shortly 
before solar noon (dynamic)



Correction for effects of VZA and 
observation time in MODIS LST

Total difference between MODIS Terra daytime LST as observed and the LST after the corrections for 
angularity and observation time have been applied
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